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The Russian Mercenary known as Boris has always been a conundrum for governments the
world over. His visage never changes, his capabilities never understood.The Russian
government gets word he has been killed on a mercenary mission in America, allowing agents to
come in and attack the villages Boris has been protecting. Using a fanatical military sub-group in
the Russian military, the atrocities start.The only problem? Boris isn't dead, and now he has
help.Boris won't allow his people to go unprotected, and now the Queen Bitch herself has
accepted his oath of fealty.Russia doesn't have a clue what they have started when this Bear
comes back from the Dead.*****Please note, as mentioned in a review on a book in the main
series, there is flagrantly foul language in these novels. The main character does not have a
problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.THE BORIS CHRONICLESEvacuation - The
Boris Chronicles 01Coming Soon:Revolution - The Boris Chronicles 02Revelation - The Boris
Chronicles 03Restitution - The Boris Chronicles 04The Kurtherian Gambit Main Series
includes:Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit
02Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04Never Forsaken -
The Kurtherian Gambit 05Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06Kneel or Die - The
Kurtherian Gambit 07We Will Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08It's Hell To Choose - The
Kurtherian Gambit 09Release The Dogs of War - The Kurtherian Gambit 10Sued For Peace -
The Kurtherian Gambit 11 Coming SoonShort Stories Tied in to the Main Series include:You
Don't Mess with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 01Bitch's Night Out -
Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 02

“One of Handke’s most personal and touching works to date.” ― Quarterly
Conversation“Handke, no doubt one of the best and most influential authors in European
literature of the past five decades, is back again with another masterpiece, the beautiful Storm
Still. It’s about history, family, language, war, life and death, and it’s done with such skill,
originality, simplicity and insight that I want to cry, with joy and with sorrow—and with envy!” ―
Karl Ove Knausgaard, author of Boyhood IslandAbout the AuthorPeter Handke is an Austrian
novelist and playwright. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature for 2019. His numerous
works include the novels Short Letter, Long Farewell; The Left-Handed Woman; Repetition;
Absence; and the play Till Day You Do Part; Or A Question of Light, also published by Seagull
Books.
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Michael AnderleWant more from LMBPN Publishing?Chapter OneTQB Base Colorado -
USAMichael had been right. Hitting these cowards from the rear was fun. More fun than Boris
had enjoyed in years.The merc at ‘tail-end Charlie’ sensed something coming up behind the
group and turned to fire at whatever was stalking them.In his momentary shock at seeing what
looked like a standing bear, Boris grasped the barrel of his rifle in one of his pawed hands and
wrenched. Pulling the mercenary toward him, Boris impaled the man with his free hand, slung
the rapidly-dying man off to the side, and dropped the gun.It was killing time.Death on two legs
advanced with determination. Boris planned to kill the mercenaries attacking the base as they
came within his range. His muscular legs propelling him forward, the mercs found that it was
difficult to hit him without shooting a teammate. The tight grouping forced on them by the tunnel
became another foe. They were finding out how deceptive the speed of a bear could be, while
Boris's movement was even quicker than that of an ordinary animal. Most humans who saw
Boris in his brutal glory had seconds of shock before they had to react or die.The confusion he
was causing must be helping the defenders ahead. Boris was glad to be helping Michael, glad
that the svolic he had been working for would get their comeuppance.Send him to kill children,
would they? Especially children under Michael’s protection or this woman who had finally
captured his attention. If he had time, he’d offer his services to help hunt them down.His roar of
joy reverberated down the narrow confines of the hallways. The pain of his constant headache
was overcome with the chemical cocktail that saturated his body in this shape. The fear of those
in front of him was a scent that exhilarated his ferocity and crammed him with a wicked cocktail
of both rage and relief.Then, suddenly, his ability to constrain his actions while in this form was
lost when a bullet fired from someone in front glanced off his skull and the headache he had
been suffering overcame everything.In his pain, he lost it. Lost control, lost his mind, lost his



humanity and ability to think.The headache flared, and he roared in maddened anger, charging
forward through the squad. Sending bodies, arms, heads, and legs flying to bounce against the
walls, the blood of the dead splashed high to coat the rock walls with a picture of life passing.He
reached the one that had shot him and ripped his attacker’s head from his body.Standing on his
back feet, he roared in anger at the decapitated head and crushed the skull with his paws in
revenge.There was a cresting wave of pain as he felt himself shifting back to human form.
Slowly, he dropped to the ground and fell into unconsciousness surrounded by a bed of bloody
body parts.Eric and a handful of the new Queen’s Guardians were doing a sweep of the
corridors to confirm that all the attackers had been killed, and none were hiding.He and the
small team of Guardians turned a corner to see a scene of destruction and death. Walls
splashed in blood, bodies torn in half. Flesh, blood, and parts were everywhere.Eric was
impressed. This hallway might qualify as being as bloody a mess as Bethany Anne had left in
Costa Rica that time she went berserk.Eric could hear one Guardian at the back throwing up.
Their noses had told them what to expect, but the visual impact was something else. Some
stomachs and people would never be the same. Never enough mind bleach to clean up this kind
of memory.Eric noticed one whole body in this jumble. It was a large man, bearded and partially
nude. He had blood seeping from his eyes and dripping from his ears, clothes torn, but no
significant wounds. The lead Guardian paused at the body and knelt down to touch the neck,
"This one's alive boss… and he's a bear!" He turned to look at Eric, a question on his face.Eric
stepped over and looked closer, “Shit. That’s Boris. He helped Michael get the kids back and
warned us about the nuke.” He felt relief that the mercenary had survived. At least Boris was not
a casualty as well.Eric paused for a moment to consider before reaching up to his shoulder and
clicking on his radio, “Lance, it’s Eric. Do you think you and TOM can ask Bethany Anne if we
can put Boris in the medical pod? It looks like Michael’s support is severely injured, and I’m for
giving him whatever it takes to help him all things considered.”Lance responded immediately.
"ADAM is already spoofing the satellites, and Bethany Anne agrees. It might be nice to salvage
something positive out of all this shit.”Back on the Polaris, Bethany Anne had told TOM to shut
her feelings down. She was still hurting, deeply, but could not take the time she needed to feel
those emotions now.Later. Later, she would take the time.They still had to sort out a lot of things
on the base and ships. She turned to Stephen and asked, “So what do you know about
Boris?”Stephen paused and then shrugged “I haven’t heard much recently about him. Honestly, I
hadn’t considered much about the Russian situation with all of the other issues we have been
fighting. I was there when Boris challenged Michael. So was Peter, one of our original brethren.”
His vision clouded briefly in grief.Stephen continued his commentary as he bit down on his hurt,
"He was trying to prove himself to his Pack leader more than anything. I consider him an
honorable leader for his people. He leads them and continues to protect those sworn to him.
Peter, our late brother, mentioned that he preferred having Boris deal with Nosferatu problems
and the younger Forsaken. With Boris, it’s all professional and very little emotion. Some of
Peter’s other people would try to do a rush job to impress, and fail to get the little details



accomplished.”Stephen sighed, “He is also the only Pricolici I know of who managed to master
the change for more than a century without succumbing to the temptation and madness. I
warned him of the danger, and he apparently listened. When I last asked Peter, he admitted
‘that's why I still need to use others. Four years in five I can call on him’. I suspect that is why he
took mercenary work. Staying in his human form may be an asset to controlling the mixed shape
for him.”He shrugged “When he gets out of the pod we should ask him.”“What about the people,
the town, he protects. Do you know what that is all about?” Bethany Anne asked.Stephen said,
“Yes, but it would be better if you can wait and let him tell his own story on that.” Bethany Anne
nodded her acceptance.“I’m going to go pick him up,” she told Stephen, starting to walk toward
her suite, “Please ask the captain to announce over the speakers that Ashur needs to meet me
there.”Moscow, SlumsJanna was sitting at a desk, going over the most recent collection of data
she had grabbed from her subordinates’ drop points. A mailbox here, a capsule buried with a
USB drive inside it under a specific tree in the park there, things like that.As an officer in the
GRU, the military intelligence division of the Russian army, she didn't want to be where she was
right now. If she hadn't crossed paths with her uncle four years ago, she wouldn't be, dammit.
Somehow, he'd recognized her as his missing niece. Abandoned by her parents when she was
eight, Janna had survived on the streets, mostly surviving on the kindness of the librarians in the
library she took refuge in during the day. They'd slipped her food, and in winter given her shelter
in their own homes on occasion.Over the years she'd read nearly every book in the library. Some
of them she hadn't understood. But they gave her an enormous knowledge base. She was still
happiest reading a book in a warm bed.When she'd turned fifteen, it had been getting steadily
harder for her to turn down the advances of some of the pimps on the street, who wanted to add
her to their stable of whores. Instead, she went to a recruitment office for the regular Army and
managed to convince the recruitment officer she was seventeen despite a lack of papers. She'd
specifically picked her outfit to make it look like she was off a farm, and it wasn't that unusual,
even today, for someone from a farm to not have a birth certificate or any official documentation
at her age.Her test scores had been solid, although she had deliberately blown some of the
questions. Too much knowledge would have blown her cover as coming from the farm and being
taught by her parents, even though she claimed one of her grandparents was a former
professor.She'd been accepted and been put into the stream for a version of Spetznatz training
given to some women. Life on the streets had given her a wiry, but muscular, frame for a woman.
Being on the streets had been a constant struggle, and the fear of ending up back there had
pushed her to excel throughout basic training.She’d ended up graduating near the top of the
battalion.Then, shortly after completing basic training, her path had crossed with her uncle
whom she hadn't recognized. He was now a colonel and had identified her by the distinctive
birthmark on her lower neck, one she now assiduously covered with make-up.She'd been
brought in, but not as she had expected by MPs. After all, she'd been breaking the law by
enlisting at such a young age. More so by lying on her enlistment.Instead, it had been
Intelligence that had been brought in. They'd made all sorts of threats, starting with locking her



up. Prison had been the worst thing to use as a threat. Her genuine lack of concern unnerved
them.In her mind, at least she would have three squares and a bed while in prison. It was even
possible that she should be able to make contacts that would allow her to find a position in
organized crime when she was released. Her marksmanship and unarmed combat scores
throughout basic training had been in the top percentile of both sexes. It wasn't that she
embraced the concept of joining organized crime, but if that were the only door open to her,
she'd take it.Then they'd appealed to her, somewhat shaky, sense of nationalism and finally,
they'd threatened her uncle's rank and position. In exchange for no action against him or her, she
agreed to transfer to intelligence and go through officer training. Very grudgingly. She would far
prefer to have remained a grunt, even now.When she had joined, all she had cared about was
three meals and a bed that military life offered her. As well as a path away from the constant
harassment of men who thought they could control her. Every thug on the streets believed
that.Now she truly cared for her subordinates. At least all those whom she'd picked herself.
Sergeant Brogonovich and the five other men who'd been assigned to her for this mission she
didn't trust one bit. She had no idea why those six men had been foisted on her, but for an
operation as sensitive as this none of them had the right mentality. They were more likely to join
the NVG than investigate it in her opinion.She still couldn’t understand how they’d even made
the jump to intelligence. Or at least to her section of it. They were thugs, through and through.
She felt a shudder of distaste. She didn’t approve philosophically of some of the tactics used by
the Russian military to get information. Beyond anything else, they were unreliable and only
relevant in time-critical situations. If there was a bomb driving to a countdown, then it could be
justified. But torturing people for information with no time-critical results? There was no real point
to it. There were better interrogation techniques that got much more reliable information.The
biggest problem she had with Brogonovich and his half squad was that they were Chechen
Chernozpi, black asses. She was never sure where their loyalties lay, especially with how cagey
they were about their religion. For all she knew, they sympathized with the damned
Islamists.Janna shook herself, rose and stretched. Her mind was starting to wander down well-
traveled paths. It was time for her to go home and get some rest. The tension that built up in her
as she picked up information from the blind drop points always made her feel tired.Best to get
back to the analyses when she was fresh. At least she would have the satisfaction of a job well
done.TOM's Ship, Earth OrbitTwo hours later in TOM’s spaceship, Bethany Anne regarded the
Russian through the glass. She had walked the Etheric from the Polaris to the base, grabbed
Boris, and she and Ashur traveled to the ship. She prepped Boris and stuck him in the medical
pod, while TOM explained the settings to use.TOM spoke up, The pod has analyzed the nanites
in his blood and found them to be similar to the type found in all Wechselbalg. However, their
programming differs significantly from that base, altered beyond the necessary for the different
form he can take. I can understand no clear reason for that.Bethany Anne paced in the room, as
TOM continued.These nanites are more similar in programming to what I had on my ship and
injected into Michael. There are two significant differences. The first is that his Etheric draw is



stronger than others we have tested. This would probably cause a female so modified to be
more fertile rather than less. Most Weres we have encountered are less fertile than normal
humans. The second difference is a form of coercion control that is paused, but still present. The
Pod will modify and destroy that programming. His genetic makeup is remarkably close to the
original genotype these nanites were designed to support. I posit that this may account for his
extended age. It may be that he was born with the nanites in his mother's system, which would
have meant less potential for damage and less need for extensive modifications than a post-
birth change.How long until he comes out of the Pod, TOM?About ten more minutes. Boris had a
significant Etheric balance before he went in that has aided the healing process. However, the
pod has still not identified what may have caused the initial damage. After he has come out, may
I route the information to ADAM to receive his opinion?Sure, but how about we ask him? Maybe
it has happened before. He would be capable of healing from this damage, right?Yes, Bethany
Anne. His existing Etheric charge helped significantly reduce the time required.Boris woke up.
There was a bubble of metal trapping him. He took a couple of deep breaths to calm down and
remember what had been happening. He had been taking on a group of mercenaries. Playing
with them. Then the pain in his head had grown terribly, and he had lost it.For the first time in a
century or more, he had succumbed to blind rage and couldn't remember anything but bits and
pieces of, well, bits and pieces. He cursed at himself in Russian before realizing he was doing it
without pain. Pain that had been a constant companion for so long.He relaxed in the Pod and
closed his eyes, reveling in the painless quiet bliss he hadn’t known for at least a year.The
cylinder popped open. Boris winced as the headache came back. He blinked several times as
his eyes fought to focus against bright light. When they focused, he saw a woman he did not
know. She was a great beauty. He thought she must be the one that Michael referred to, this
Bethany Anne. Her poise and grace were that of one worthy to be a Czarina.EvacuationBoris
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Publishing?Chapter OneTQB Base Colorado - USAMichael had been right. Hitting these
cowards from the rear was fun. More fun than Boris had enjoyed in years.The merc at ‘tail-end
Charlie’ sensed something coming up behind the group and turned to fire at whatever was
stalking them.In his momentary shock at seeing what looked like a standing bear, Boris grasped
the barrel of his rifle in one of his pawed hands and wrenched. Pulling the mercenary toward
him, Boris impaled the man with his free hand, slung the rapidly-dying man off to the side, and
dropped the gun.It was killing time.Death on two legs advanced with determination. Boris
planned to kill the mercenaries attacking the base as they came within his range. His muscular
legs propelling him forward, the mercs found that it was difficult to hit him without shooting a
teammate. The tight grouping forced on them by the tunnel became another foe. They were
finding out how deceptive the speed of a bear could be, while Boris's movement was even
quicker than that of an ordinary animal. Most humans who saw Boris in his brutal glory had
seconds of shock before they had to react or die.The confusion he was causing must be helping
the defenders ahead. Boris was glad to be helping Michael, glad that the svolic he had been
working for would get their comeuppance.Send him to kill children, would they? Especially
children under Michael’s protection or this woman who had finally captured his attention. If he
had time, he’d offer his services to help hunt them down.His roar of joy reverberated down the
narrow confines of the hallways. The pain of his constant headache was overcome with the



chemical cocktail that saturated his body in this shape. The fear of those in front of him was a
scent that exhilarated his ferocity and crammed him with a wicked cocktail of both rage and
relief.Then, suddenly, his ability to constrain his actions while in this form was lost when a bullet
fired from someone in front glanced off his skull and the headache he had been suffering
overcame everything.In his pain, he lost it. Lost control, lost his mind, lost his humanity and
ability to think.The headache flared, and he roared in maddened anger, charging forward
through the squad. Sending bodies, arms, heads, and legs flying to bounce against the walls,
the blood of the dead splashed high to coat the rock walls with a picture of life passing.He
reached the one that had shot him and ripped his attacker’s head from his body.Standing on his
back feet, he roared in anger at the decapitated head and crushed the skull with his paws in
revenge.There was a cresting wave of pain as he felt himself shifting back to human form.
Slowly, he dropped to the ground and fell into unconsciousness surrounded by a bed of bloody
body parts.Eric and a handful of the new Queen’s Guardians were doing a sweep of the
corridors to confirm that all the attackers had been killed, and none were hiding.He and the
small team of Guardians turned a corner to see a scene of destruction and death. Walls
splashed in blood, bodies torn in half. Flesh, blood, and parts were everywhere.Eric was
impressed. This hallway might qualify as being as bloody a mess as Bethany Anne had left in
Costa Rica that time she went berserk.Eric could hear one Guardian at the back throwing up.
Their noses had told them what to expect, but the visual impact was something else. Some
stomachs and people would never be the same. Never enough mind bleach to clean up this kind
of memory.Eric noticed one whole body in this jumble. It was a large man, bearded and partially
nude. He had blood seeping from his eyes and dripping from his ears, clothes torn, but no
significant wounds. The lead Guardian paused at the body and knelt down to touch the neck,
"This one's alive boss… and he's a bear!" He turned to look at Eric, a question on his face.Eric
stepped over and looked closer, “Shit. That’s Boris. He helped Michael get the kids back and
warned us about the nuke.” He felt relief that the mercenary had survived. At least Boris was not
a casualty as well.Eric paused for a moment to consider before reaching up to his shoulder and
clicking on his radio, “Lance, it’s Eric. Do you think you and TOM can ask Bethany Anne if we
can put Boris in the medical pod? It looks like Michael’s support is severely injured, and I’m for
giving him whatever it takes to help him all things considered.”Lance responded immediately.
"ADAM is already spoofing the satellites, and Bethany Anne agrees. It might be nice to salvage
something positive out of all this shit.”Back on the Polaris, Bethany Anne had told TOM to shut
her feelings down. She was still hurting, deeply, but could not take the time she needed to feel
those emotions now.Later. Later, she would take the time.They still had to sort out a lot of things
on the base and ships. She turned to Stephen and asked, “So what do you know about
Boris?”Stephen paused and then shrugged “I haven’t heard much recently about him. Honestly, I
hadn’t considered much about the Russian situation with all of the other issues we have been
fighting. I was there when Boris challenged Michael. So was Peter, one of our original brethren.”
His vision clouded briefly in grief.Stephen continued his commentary as he bit down on his hurt,



"He was trying to prove himself to his Pack leader more than anything. I consider him an
honorable leader for his people. He leads them and continues to protect those sworn to him.
Peter, our late brother, mentioned that he preferred having Boris deal with Nosferatu problems
and the younger Forsaken. With Boris, it’s all professional and very little emotion. Some of
Peter’s other people would try to do a rush job to impress, and fail to get the little details
accomplished.”Stephen sighed, “He is also the only Pricolici I know of who managed to master
the change for more than a century without succumbing to the temptation and madness. I
warned him of the danger, and he apparently listened. When I last asked Peter, he admitted
‘that's why I still need to use others. Four years in five I can call on him’. I suspect that is why he
took mercenary work. Staying in his human form may be an asset to controlling the mixed shape
for him.”He shrugged “When he gets out of the pod we should ask him.”“What about the people,
the town, he protects. Do you know what that is all about?” Bethany Anne asked.Stephen said,
“Yes, but it would be better if you can wait and let him tell his own story on that.” Bethany Anne
nodded her acceptance.“I’m going to go pick him up,” she told Stephen, starting to walk toward
her suite, “Please ask the captain to announce over the speakers that Ashur needs to meet me
there.”Moscow, SlumsJanna was sitting at a desk, going over the most recent collection of data
she had grabbed from her subordinates’ drop points. A mailbox here, a capsule buried with a
USB drive inside it under a specific tree in the park there, things like that.As an officer in the
GRU, the military intelligence division of the Russian army, she didn't want to be where she was
right now. If she hadn't crossed paths with her uncle four years ago, she wouldn't be, dammit.
Somehow, he'd recognized her as his missing niece. Abandoned by her parents when she was
eight, Janna had survived on the streets, mostly surviving on the kindness of the librarians in the
library she took refuge in during the day. They'd slipped her food, and in winter given her shelter
in their own homes on occasion.Over the years she'd read nearly every book in the library. Some
of them she hadn't understood. But they gave her an enormous knowledge base. She was still
happiest reading a book in a warm bed.When she'd turned fifteen, it had been getting steadily
harder for her to turn down the advances of some of the pimps on the street, who wanted to add
her to their stable of whores. Instead, she went to a recruitment office for the regular Army and
managed to convince the recruitment officer she was seventeen despite a lack of papers. She'd
specifically picked her outfit to make it look like she was off a farm, and it wasn't that unusual,
even today, for someone from a farm to not have a birth certificate or any official documentation
at her age.Her test scores had been solid, although she had deliberately blown some of the
questions. Too much knowledge would have blown her cover as coming from the farm and being
taught by her parents, even though she claimed one of her grandparents was a former
professor.She'd been accepted and been put into the stream for a version of Spetznatz training
given to some women. Life on the streets had given her a wiry, but muscular, frame for a woman.
Being on the streets had been a constant struggle, and the fear of ending up back there had
pushed her to excel throughout basic training.She’d ended up graduating near the top of the
battalion.Then, shortly after completing basic training, her path had crossed with her uncle



whom she hadn't recognized. He was now a colonel and had identified her by the distinctive
birthmark on her lower neck, one she now assiduously covered with make-up.She'd been
brought in, but not as she had expected by MPs. After all, she'd been breaking the law by
enlisting at such a young age. More so by lying on her enlistment.Instead, it had been
Intelligence that had been brought in. They'd made all sorts of threats, starting with locking her
up. Prison had been the worst thing to use as a threat. Her genuine lack of concern unnerved
them.In her mind, at least she would have three squares and a bed while in prison. It was even
possible that she should be able to make contacts that would allow her to find a position in
organized crime when she was released. Her marksmanship and unarmed combat scores
throughout basic training had been in the top percentile of both sexes. It wasn't that she
embraced the concept of joining organized crime, but if that were the only door open to her,
she'd take it.Then they'd appealed to her, somewhat shaky, sense of nationalism and finally,
they'd threatened her uncle's rank and position. In exchange for no action against him or her, she
agreed to transfer to intelligence and go through officer training. Very grudgingly. She would far
prefer to have remained a grunt, even now.When she had joined, all she had cared about was
three meals and a bed that military life offered her. As well as a path away from the constant
harassment of men who thought they could control her. Every thug on the streets believed
that.Now she truly cared for her subordinates. At least all those whom she'd picked herself.
Sergeant Brogonovich and the five other men who'd been assigned to her for this mission she
didn't trust one bit. She had no idea why those six men had been foisted on her, but for an
operation as sensitive as this none of them had the right mentality. They were more likely to join
the NVG than investigate it in her opinion.She still couldn’t understand how they’d even made
the jump to intelligence. Or at least to her section of it. They were thugs, through and through.
She felt a shudder of distaste. She didn’t approve philosophically of some of the tactics used by
the Russian military to get information. Beyond anything else, they were unreliable and only
relevant in time-critical situations. If there was a bomb driving to a countdown, then it could be
justified. But torturing people for information with no time-critical results? There was no real point
to it. There were better interrogation techniques that got much more reliable information.The
biggest problem she had with Brogonovich and his half squad was that they were Chechen
Chernozpi, black asses. She was never sure where their loyalties lay, especially with how cagey
they were about their religion. For all she knew, they sympathized with the damned
Islamists.Janna shook herself, rose and stretched. Her mind was starting to wander down well-
traveled paths. It was time for her to go home and get some rest. The tension that built up in her
as she picked up information from the blind drop points always made her feel tired.Best to get
back to the analyses when she was fresh. At least she would have the satisfaction of a job well
done.TOM's Ship, Earth OrbitTwo hours later in TOM’s spaceship, Bethany Anne regarded the
Russian through the glass. She had walked the Etheric from the Polaris to the base, grabbed
Boris, and she and Ashur traveled to the ship. She prepped Boris and stuck him in the medical
pod, while TOM explained the settings to use.TOM spoke up, The pod has analyzed the nanites



in his blood and found them to be similar to the type found in all Wechselbalg. However, their
programming differs significantly from that base, altered beyond the necessary for the different
form he can take. I can understand no clear reason for that.Bethany Anne paced in the room, as
TOM continued.These nanites are more similar in programming to what I had on my ship and
injected into Michael. There are two significant differences. The first is that his Etheric draw is
stronger than others we have tested. This would probably cause a female so modified to be
more fertile rather than less. Most Weres we have encountered are less fertile than normal
humans. The second difference is a form of coercion control that is paused, but still present. The
Pod will modify and destroy that programming. His genetic makeup is remarkably close to the
original genotype these nanites were designed to support. I posit that this may account for his
extended age. It may be that he was born with the nanites in his mother's system, which would
have meant less potential for damage and less need for extensive modifications than a post-
birth change.How long until he comes out of the Pod, TOM?About ten more minutes. Boris had a
significant Etheric balance before he went in that has aided the healing process. However, the
pod has still not identified what may have caused the initial damage. After he has come out, may
I route the information to ADAM to receive his opinion?Sure, but how about we ask him? Maybe
it has happened before. He would be capable of healing from this damage, right?Yes, Bethany
Anne. His existing Etheric charge helped significantly reduce the time required.Boris woke up.
There was a bubble of metal trapping him. He took a couple of deep breaths to calm down and
remember what had been happening. He had been taking on a group of mercenaries. Playing
with them. Then the pain in his head had grown terribly, and he had lost it.For the first time in a
century or more, he had succumbed to blind rage and couldn't remember anything but bits and
pieces of, well, bits and pieces. He cursed at himself in Russian before realizing he was doing it
without pain. Pain that had been a constant companion for so long.He relaxed in the Pod and
closed his eyes, reveling in the painless quiet bliss he hadn’t known for at least a year.The
cylinder popped open. Boris winced as the headache came back. He blinked several times as
his eyes fought to focus against bright light. When they focused, he saw a woman he did not
know. She was a great beauty. He thought she must be the one that Michael referred to, this
Bethany Anne. Her poise and grace were that of one worthy to be a Czarina.Chapter
OneChapter OneChapter OneTQB Base Colorado - USAMichael had been right. Hitting these
cowards from the rear was fun. More fun than Boris had enjoyed in years.The merc at ‘tail-end
Charlie’ sensed something coming up behind the group and turned to fire at whatever was
stalking them.In his momentary shock at seeing what looked like a standing bear, Boris grasped
the barrel of his rifle in one of his pawed hands and wrenched. Pulling the mercenary toward
him, Boris impaled the man with his free hand, slung the rapidly-dying man off to the side, and
dropped the gun.It was killing time.Death on two legs advanced with determination. Boris
planned to kill the mercenaries attacking the base as they came within his range. His muscular
legs propelling him forward, the mercs found that it was difficult to hit him without shooting a
teammate. The tight grouping forced on them by the tunnel became another foe. They were



finding out how deceptive the speed of a bear could be, while Boris's movement was even
quicker than that of an ordinary animal. Most humans who saw Boris in his brutal glory had
seconds of shock before they had to react or die.The confusion he was causing must be helping
the defenders ahead. Boris was glad to be helping Michael, glad that the svolic he had been
working for would get their comeuppance.Send him to kill children, would they? Especially
children under Michael’s protection or this woman who had finally captured his attention. If he
had time, he’d offer his services to help hunt them down.His roar of joy reverberated down the
narrow confines of the hallways. The pain of his constant headache was overcome with the
chemical cocktail that saturated his body in this shape. The fear of those in front of him was a
scent that exhilarated his ferocity and crammed him with a wicked cocktail of both rage and
relief.Then, suddenly, his ability to constrain his actions while in this form was lost when a bullet
fired from someone in front glanced off his skull and the headache he had been suffering
overcame everything.In his pain, he lost it. Lost control, lost his mind, lost his humanity and
ability to think.The headache flared, and he roared in maddened anger, charging forward
through the squad. Sending bodies, arms, heads, and legs flying to bounce against the walls,
the blood of the dead splashed high to coat the rock walls with a picture of life passing.He
reached the one that had shot him and ripped his attacker’s head from his body.Standing on his
back feet, he roared in anger at the decapitated head and crushed the skull with his paws in
revenge.There was a cresting wave of pain as he felt himself shifting back to human form.
Slowly, he dropped to the ground and fell into unconsciousness surrounded by a bed of bloody
body parts.Eric and a handful of the new Queen’s Guardians were doing a sweep of the
corridors to confirm that all the attackers had been killed, and none were hiding.He and the
small team of Guardians turned a corner to see a scene of destruction and death. Walls
splashed in blood, bodies torn in half. Flesh, blood, and parts were everywhere.Eric was
impressed. This hallway might qualify as being as bloody a mess as Bethany Anne had left in
Costa Rica that time she went berserk.Eric could hear one Guardian at the back throwing up.
Their noses had told them what to expect, but the visual impact was something else. Some
stomachs and people would never be the same. Never enough mind bleach to clean up this kind
of memory.Eric noticed one whole body in this jumble. It was a large man, bearded and partially
nude. He had blood seeping from his eyes and dripping from his ears, clothes torn, but no
significant wounds. The lead Guardian paused at the body and knelt down to touch the neck,
"This one's alive boss… and he's a bear!" He turned to look at Eric, a question on his face.Eric
stepped over and looked closer, “Shit. That’s Boris. He helped Michael get the kids back and
warned us about the nuke.” He felt relief that the mercenary had survived. At least Boris was not
a casualty as well.Eric paused for a moment to consider before reaching up to his shoulder and
clicking on his radio, “Lance, it’s Eric. Do you think you and TOM can ask Bethany Anne if we
can put Boris in the medical pod? It looks like Michael’s support is severely injured, and I’m for
giving him whatever it takes to help him all things considered.”Lance responded immediately.
"ADAM is already spoofing the satellites, and Bethany Anne agrees. It might be nice to salvage



something positive out of all this shit.”Back on the Polaris, Bethany Anne had told TOM to shut
her feelings down. She was still hurting, deeply, but could not take the time she needed to feel
those emotions now.Later. Later, she would take the time.They still had to sort out a lot of things
on the base and ships. She turned to Stephen and asked, “So what do you know about
Boris?”Stephen paused and then shrugged “I haven’t heard much recently about him. Honestly, I
hadn’t considered much about the Russian situation with all of the other issues we have been
fighting. I was there when Boris challenged Michael. So was Peter, one of our original brethren.”
His vision clouded briefly in grief.Stephen continued his commentary as he bit down on his hurt,
"He was trying to prove himself to his Pack leader more than anything. I consider him an
honorable leader for his people. He leads them and continues to protect those sworn to him.
Peter, our late brother, mentioned that he preferred having Boris deal with Nosferatu problems
and the younger Forsaken. With Boris, it’s all professional and very little emotion. Some of
Peter’s other people would try to do a rush job to impress, and fail to get the little details
accomplished.”Stephen sighed, “He is also the only Pricolici I know of who managed to master
the change for more than a century without succumbing to the temptation and madness. I
warned him of the danger, and he apparently listened. When I last asked Peter, he admitted
‘that's why I still need to use others. Four years in five I can call on him’. I suspect that is why he
took mercenary work. Staying in his human form may be an asset to controlling the mixed shape
for him.”He shrugged “When he gets out of the pod we should ask him.”“What about the people,
the town, he protects. Do you know what that is all about?” Bethany Anne asked.Stephen said,
“Yes, but it would be better if you can wait and let him tell his own story on that.” Bethany Anne
nodded her acceptance.“I’m going to go pick him up,” she told Stephen, starting to walk toward
her suite, “Please ask the captain to announce over the speakers that Ashur needs to meet me
there.”Moscow, SlumsJanna was sitting at a desk, going over the most recent collection of data
she had grabbed from her subordinates’ drop points. A mailbox here, a capsule buried with a
USB drive inside it under a specific tree in the park there, things like that.As an officer in the
GRU, the military intelligence division of the Russian army, she didn't want to be where she was
right now. If she hadn't crossed paths with her uncle four years ago, she wouldn't be, dammit.
Somehow, he'd recognized her as his missing niece. Abandoned by her parents when she was
eight, Janna had survived on the streets, mostly surviving on the kindness of the librarians in the
library she took refuge in during the day. They'd slipped her food, and in winter given her shelter
in their own homes on occasion.Over the years she'd read nearly every book in the library. Some
of them she hadn't understood. But they gave her an enormous knowledge base. She was still
happiest reading a book in a warm bed.When she'd turned fifteen, it had been getting steadily
harder for her to turn down the advances of some of the pimps on the street, who wanted to add
her to their stable of whores. Instead, she went to a recruitment office for the regular Army and
managed to convince the recruitment officer she was seventeen despite a lack of papers. She'd
specifically picked her outfit to make it look like she was off a farm, and it wasn't that unusual,
even today, for someone from a farm to not have a birth certificate or any official documentation



at her age.Her test scores had been solid, although she had deliberately blown some of the
questions. Too much knowledge would have blown her cover as coming from the farm and being
taught by her parents, even though she claimed one of her grandparents was a former
professor.She'd been accepted and been put into the stream for a version of Spetznatz training
given to some women. Life on the streets had given her a wiry, but muscular, frame for a woman.
Being on the streets had been a constant struggle, and the fear of ending up back there had
pushed her to excel throughout basic training.She’d ended up graduating near the top of the
battalion.Then, shortly after completing basic training, her path had crossed with her uncle
whom she hadn't recognized. He was now a colonel and had identified her by the distinctive
birthmark on her lower neck, one she now assiduously covered with make-up.She'd been
brought in, but not as she had expected by MPs. After all, she'd been breaking the law by
enlisting at such a young age. More so by lying on her enlistment.Instead, it had been
Intelligence that had been brought in. They'd made all sorts of threats, starting with locking her
up. Prison had been the worst thing to use as a threat. Her genuine lack of concern unnerved
them.In her mind, at least she would have three squares and a bed while in prison. It was even
possible that she should be able to make contacts that would allow her to find a position in
organized crime when she was released. Her marksmanship and unarmed combat scores
throughout basic training had been in the top percentile of both sexes. It wasn't that she
embraced the concept of joining organized crime, but if that were the only door open to her,
she'd take it.Then they'd appealed to her, somewhat shaky, sense of nationalism and finally,
they'd threatened her uncle's rank and position. In exchange for no action against him or her, she
agreed to transfer to intelligence and go through officer training. Very grudgingly. She would far
prefer to have remained a grunt, even now.When she had joined, all she had cared about was
three meals and a bed that military life offered her. As well as a path away from the constant
harassment of men who thought they could control her. Every thug on the streets believed
that.Now she truly cared for her subordinates. At least all those whom she'd picked herself.
Sergeant Brogonovich and the five other men who'd been assigned to her for this mission she
didn't trust one bit. She had no idea why those six men had been foisted on her, but for an
operation as sensitive as this none of them had the right mentality. They were more likely to join
the NVG than investigate it in her opinion.She still couldn’t understand how they’d even made
the jump to intelligence. Or at least to her section of it. They were thugs, through and through.
She felt a shudder of distaste. She didn’t approve philosophically of some of the tactics used by
the Russian military to get information. Beyond anything else, they were unreliable and only
relevant in time-critical situations. If there was a bomb driving to a countdown, then it could be
justified. But torturing people for information with no time-critical results? There was no real point
to it. There were better interrogation techniques that got much more reliable information.The
biggest problem she had with Brogonovich and his half squad was that they were Chechen
Chernozpi, black asses. She was never sure where their loyalties lay, especially with how cagey
they were about their religion. For all she knew, they sympathized with the damned



Islamists.Janna shook herself, rose and stretched. Her mind was starting to wander down well-
traveled paths. It was time for her to go home and get some rest. The tension that built up in her
as she picked up information from the blind drop points always made her feel tired.Best to get
back to the analyses when she was fresh. At least she would have the satisfaction of a job well
done.TOM's Ship, Earth OrbitTwo hours later in TOM’s spaceship, Bethany Anne regarded the
Russian through the glass. She had walked the Etheric from the Polaris to the base, grabbed
Boris, and she and Ashur traveled to the ship. She prepped Boris and stuck him in the medical
pod, while TOM explained the settings to use.TOM spoke up, The pod has analyzed the nanites
in his blood and found them to be similar to the type found in all Wechselbalg. However, their
programming differs significantly from that base, altered beyond the necessary for the different
form he can take. I can understand no clear reason for that.Bethany Anne paced in the room, as
TOM continued.These nanites are more similar in programming to what I had on my ship and
injected into Michael. There are two significant differences. The first is that his Etheric draw is
stronger than others we have tested. This would probably cause a female so modified to be
more fertile rather than less. Most Weres we have encountered are less fertile than normal
humans. The second difference is a form of coercion control that is paused, but still present. The
Pod will modify and destroy that programming. His genetic makeup is remarkably close to the
original genotype these nanites were designed to support. I posit that this may account for his
extended age. It may be that he was born with the nanites in his mother's system, which would
have meant less potential for damage and less need for extensive modifications than a post-
birth change.How long until he comes out of the Pod, TOM?About ten more minutes. Boris had a
significant Etheric balance before he went in that has aided the healing process. However, the
pod has still not identified what may have caused the initial damage. After he has come out, may
I route the information to ADAM to receive his opinion?Sure, but how about we ask him? Maybe
it has happened before. He would be capable of healing from this damage, right?Yes, Bethany
Anne. His existing Etheric charge helped significantly reduce the time required.Boris woke up.
There was a bubble of metal trapping him. He took a couple of deep breaths to calm down and
remember what had been happening. He had been taking on a group of mercenaries. Playing
with them. Then the pain in his head had grown terribly, and he had lost it.For the first time in a
century or more, he had succumbed to blind rage and couldn't remember anything but bits and
pieces of, well, bits and pieces. He cursed at himself in Russian before realizing he was doing it
without pain. Pain that had been a constant companion for so long.He relaxed in the Pod and
closed his eyes, reveling in the painless quiet bliss he hadn’t known for at least a year.The
cylinder popped open. Boris winced as the headache came back. He blinked several times as
his eyes fought to focus against bright light. When they focused, he saw a woman he did not
know. She was a great beauty. He thought she must be the one that Michael referred to, this
Bethany Anne. Her poise and grace were that of one worthy to be a Czarina.
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Barbara Murray, “Loved it. I'm so excited to read about Boris. He was briefly in a book that saved
all the children on the bus and we knew he had a relationship with Michael. Now we get to see
what happens after the fight at the Colorado Base”

Ebook Library Reader, “WHOOSH. This is what it felt like reading this book, like I was rushing
HEADLONG into the story. The action, the speed, the DRAMA. I can’t wait to see what happens
next. I love all the characters here, and the concern they have for each other.”

Teresa Friend, “I love Boris!. I have been reading The Kurtherian series, plus the personal
friends series. Boris is fun to follow. He is completely loyal and trustworthy. What more can you
ask of the man in charge of your care?”

Redbierd762, “The universe just keeps expanding!. Yes! Backstory and a separate thread in the
Kurtherian Universe for a familiar face from the Terry Henry Walton Chronicles. Glad Boris has a
storyline of his own. Looking forward to more leading up to WWDE. Keep them coming and we'll
keep reading!”

Charles S., “Great spinoff. Very much enjoyed this collaborated spinoff from Michael Anderle's
Kurtherian Gambit series. Paul Middleton has done a great job with this book and definitely
looking forward to more in this series.I've read many series where different authors have written
in another's literary universe and usually they don't feel like the same universe but Paul has done
a great job in keeping the feel of the world in line with Michael Anderle's world while at the same
time, making it feel like his own story.”

Huet, “Humint Fiction at its best. Solid characters and a great fill-in side story for the primary
Bethany Anne arcs.  Good humint fiction to supplement the action.”

Peter Chivers, “Exciting. The standard of this book and series are marked by the fact that this is
my fourth time through. Highly recommended.As this is part of the Kutherian Gambit Universe, if
you haven't read any of those start with Death Becomes Her by Michael Anderle.”

Morrigan, “The plot thickens. Anyone liking the other series will love this one. It take a trip to
Siberia and expands the story, action intrigue possible romance what more can you want!”

Andy, “A good read. This book is a good read and adds to the Gambit universe. The story and
characters are good, and I look forward to the next book.”

G. L Day, “Five Stars. great book”



Ebook Library Reader, “Great read i am now invested. As I said in "Mongrel's curse I have found
more from Paul and now I love this character Boris and the other main supporting character s.
The story keeps moving at a good pace and is maturing at a steady rate which will keep me
getting the next story”

The book by Alfred Jarry has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 314 people have provided feedback.
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